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The breaking of supersymmetry at M S can be 
achieved m different ways which we classify in three 
categories. Supersymmetry can be broken: 

(1) Spontaneously, with an F term as has been 
realized in the reverse hierarchy model of Witten [5]. 

(2) Spontaneously, with a D term of a U(1) group 
which develops an expectation value perturbatively or 
non-perturbatively [6]. 

(3) Explicitly by the introduction of soft non-su- 
persymmetric interactions [7]. The behaviour of 
Witten's model at finite temperature has been examin- 
ed by various authors [8]. Their conclusions stop at 
the statement that the phase transition delays down 
to MS, something that renders the baryon asymmetry 
scenario defunct. It is also hard to draw conclusions 
about monopole suppression in such a scheme. Inde- 
pendently of these problems the only semi-realistic 
version of the model is not asymptotically free [9], 
putting in question its use an a perturbative framework. 
In examining the cosmological implications of super- 
symmetric unified theories little difference will arise 
whether we realize breaking schemes (2) and (3), so 
we can be quite general without referring specifically 
to the type of breaking. 

The unifying gauge group G will, in general, have a 
set of subgroups G i with broken gauge symmetry. Su-- 
persymmetry constrains the different vacua corre- 
sponding to G i and G to be all degenerate of zero energy 
(at T = 0). It is also possible'that instead of multimi- 
nima we could have only one minimum with broken 
unifying gauge symmetry [that would be of course 
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) invariant]. In the special case 
of a monominimum, supersymmetric GUTs would 
look like ordinary GUTs. The more standard case of 
multiminima appears more interesting. Let us consider 
for definiteness supersymmetric SU(5) with a super- 
multiplet • in the adloint representation. All other 
superfields are irrelevant in considering the breaking 
of the unifying gauge symmetry. A superpotential for 
the model as 

_a k t r [~3]  + ~Mtr[~2]  . (1) 

The potential xs 
1 12 1 2tr([~,~b+])2 V = t r l M ~ + k ( ~  2 - ~ t r O  2 ) + ~ e  

(2) 
The model is characterized by the three degenerate 
supersymmetric minima (fig. 1) 

v (~) 

SU(5) SU(4)xU(1) SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) 

Fig 1 The effectwe potential at zero temperature. 

( ~ )  = 0 

(SU (5)-symmetric), 

(~)  = ~ diag(1, 1, 1, 1, - 4 )  

(SU(4) × U(1)-symmetric) , 

(~) = ~ diag(2, 2, 2, - 3 ,  - 3 )  

(SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)-symmetric), 

where ~ =M/3X and ¢ = M/X. When we tum on the 
temperature, supersymmetry is broken and the differ- 
ent vacua are shifted by amounts proportional to the 
temperature. Approximately at high temperatures, the 
potential will be (fig. 2). 

V(~, T) '~ V(q~) + c 1 ~b2T 2 + c2 T4 . (3) 

The coefficient c 2 is calculated from 
7 c 2 = --~oTr2(NB + ~NF) ,  

where N B and N F are the number of helicity states of 
light bosons and fermions. Considering only gauge par- 
ticles and the quark-lepton supermultiplets it is equal 
to _?.2,_2-4617r 2 and _!~  fr2 for the SU(5), SU(4) 
X U(1) and SU(3) × SU(2) X U(1) phases corre- 
spondingly. A general formula for c 1 is 

v(¢~) 

h g  2. The effective potential at very tugh temperature 
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X U(1) phase is preferred. It is remarkable that the ex- 
istence of a baryon asymmetry has led to the choice 
of the (3, 2, 1 ) minimum. It should also be empha- 
sized that the corresponding value of sin20W is com- 
patible [7] with experiment, in contrast with other 
varieties of supersymmetric SU(5) [9], mainly due to 
the fact that we keep the associated Higgs triplets 
"light", Le., rn u ~ 1010 GeV. 

Let us proceed next to examine the second ques- 
tion of how fast the transition occurs. Recently, 
Srednicki [ 10] pointed out that the barrier separating 
the unbroken and broken phases is always of order 
(1016) 4 GeV 4 and hence even if the broken minimum 
were much deeper than the symmetric one, the transi- 
tion might, in practice, never occur due to the incredi- 
bly slow rate of bubble nucleation [11]. He bases his 
use of the tunnelling picture on the observation that 
the strong coupling phenomena are generally of order 
1010 GeV and since the barrier (in his model) in all 
directions is of order M 4 ~ (1016) 4 GeV 4, only a 
small region near the origin is going to be influenced 
by them. The conclusion of this reasoning is that the 
transition is never completed and such a universe gets 
stuck in a donfined SU(5) phase down to tempera- 
tures of the order of supersymmetry breaking. This 
looks like a very sad picture and it certainly does not 
have to be true. It appears to us that the effective po- 
tential is not a very well-det'med quantity in a discus- 
sion involving confinement. Nevertheless, even in 
terms of the effective potential, we can argue that the 
above conclusions are premature. 

One should remember that along directions 

Y = ( o / x / ~ )  diag(2, 2, 2, - 3 ,  - 3 )  (8) 

we have no contribution from the D term and the 
height of the barrier can be arbitrarily low [K O(1010 
GeV) 4] by choosing the parameter ~. small. The gauge 
boson masses after the breaking, as well as the D term 
contribution to the adjoint Higgs masses 

Q'R ~b ~ g2 tr([<~>, Ta] [<F,>, Tbl ) (9) 

will be large [gM ~ O(1016 GeV)]. Nevertheless, 
thanks to supersymmetry the height O(1010 GeV) 4 
of the barrier will be altered only by temperature-de- 
pendent corrections which are also O(1010 GeV) 4. 
Consequently at low temperatures (T'~ gM), strong 
coupling phenomena would influence a large part of 
the barrier and the tunnelling picture should not be 

v (o-) 
I 

,~ t [o  n cJ coupiing 

Fig. 2. The potential at T ~ ASU(5 ) with a barrier height of 
the order ~(101° GeV) 4. Strong coupling phenomena affect a 
region (shaded comparable to the dimensions of the barrier. 

applicable. On the contrary, one should expect that at 
temperatures of O(Asu(5)) thermal fluctuations 
would be of the order of the height of  the barrier and 
the transition would proceed at a reasonable pace (see 
fig. 2). 

The alert reader might object that keeping the bar- 
rier low would result in the adjoint Higgs being essen- 
tially massless before the transition and thus having to 
include it in the renormalization group computation 
of ASU(5 ). This would give too low a value for ASU(5 ) 
and might invalidate the scenario at least in its original 
form. Nevertheless, this appears to be a superficial de- 
fect of this particular model and can be avoided by 
introducing SU(5) singlet superfields in the superpo- 
tential in such a way that the adjoint Higgs in the 
SU(5) phase is massive, but at the same time there are 
paths in field space along which the barrier will be neg- 
ligible. In any case one should not take seriously any 
calculation of the barrier penetration rate since the 
height is comparable to the range of strong coupling 
phenomena. Furthermore, we feel that a perturbative 
expression for V(o) is meaningless in the region of 
strong couplings. In conclusion, we believe that it is 
possible to have a fast transition provided we keep the 
barrier low enough in the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) di- 
rection. 

A very important consequence of the fact that the 
phase transition can only take place below 1010 GeV 
is the suppression of superheavy magnetic monopoles 
[12,5,6]. The argument goes as follows. Since mono- 
poles are a measure of the lack of correlation between 
Higgs fields, there should be about one monopole per 
horizon volume at the time of the phase transition to 
SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) (remember that the horizon de- 
frees the maximum region of causal correlation), 
i .e. ,  

nm ~ (2 0 3. (10) 
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Old New Inflation

Great idea based on 1-loop corrected SU(5) 
potential for the adjoint:

Problems:

•Vacuum structure
•destabilization through quantum fluctuations 
•fine tuning (require curvature to be << MX)
•density fluctuations - δρ/ρ ~ 100 g52
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How SUSY can help

Exact Susy - V1-loop = 0

Broken Susy - A =
75

32⇡2v2
g2
5m2

s

fixes fine-tuning, δρ/ρ, etc.  - but 
isn’t really a model

Ellis, 
Nanopoulos, 

Olive, Tamvakis
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      ⬇

Primordial          ➡
Also, δρ/ρ ∝ a MP/μ   

→ a ~ 10-6 for μ ~MP  (primordial inflation)

Ellis, 
Nanopoulos, 

Olive, 
Tamvakis

Primordial Supersymmetric 
Inflation



Supergravity

Constructing Models W = µ2
X

n
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μ2 fixed by amplitude of  density fluctuations, λn ~ O(1)
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Simplest example, W = µ2(1� �)2
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along the real direction (the imaginary direction is stable for 4,~= 0 and 4,R ~ 0 in this case). This
potential is plotted in fig. 10. For this model,

H2 = 81Tm4I3M~, (5.34)

and the cubic term is just
4 3 3/2

/3 = (4m IM~)(81T) . 5.35
The inflationary time scale is

Hr — 3H21 mf2 — [H2I(8Hm4)](M~I\1~)3—(1 /64V~ir)(M~Im2), (5.36)

where mi2 is found from (5.33) at 4, H. For m -~O(104)M~I\f~,Hr — 106, clearly enough
inflation. From eq. (4.43),

6pIp = 32V~7~(m2/M~)ln2(Hk’), (5.37)

so that for the same choice of m, 6pIp— i04. This result has been verified in detail in refs. [138,208].
Thus there is only a single parameter which must be slightly tuned (to the level of 10~)to make an
acceptable model ofinflation. In addition because F( 1) = F,~(1) = 0 (v = 1 is the global minimum in this
model) supersymmetry is unbroken.
Let us now return to the question of initial conditions and the thermal constraint. The importance of

this constraint with regard to supergravity models was stressed in refs. [170, 209]. The finite
temperature potential in supergravity theories [210]has been calculated [211,169, 212, 213]. Similar to
eq. (2.13), we can write

VT = —~1T2N
8T
4+ ~Tr(m~ + ~m~)T2, (5.38)

where NB is the number of boson degrees of freedom andm~(mt) is the boson (fermion) mass2 matrix.

V(4)

Fig. 10. The scalar potential V in eq. (5.33) derived from the superpotential in eq. (5.32). The potential given by eq. (5.56) is almost identical.

V = µ4e|�|2
h
1 + |�|2 � (�2 + �⇤2)� 2|�|2(� + �⇤)

+5|�2|2 + |�|2(�2 + �⇤2)� 2|�2|2(� + �⇤) + |�3|2
i

' µ4(1� 4�3 +
13
2

�4 + · · ·

Holman, 
Ramond, Ross
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AFTER PRIMORDIAL INFLATION 

D.V. NANOPOULOS, K.A. OLNE and M. SREDNICKI 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
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We consider the history of the early universe in the locally supersymmetric model we have previously discussed. We pay 
particular attention to the requirement of converting the quanta of the field which drives primordial inflation (inflatons) to 
ordinary particles which can produce the cosmological baryon asymmetry without producing too many gravitinos. An infla-
ton mass of about 1013 GeV (a natural value in our model) produces a completely acceptable scenario. 

An inflationary universe [1-8] certainly presents 
the most promising solutions to the isotropy, flatness, 
homogeneity, ... , problems. In general, such a scenario 
is realized via the effects of a supercooled phase transi-
tion at or before the grand unified theory (GUT) era. 
If the universe becomes dominated by the vacuum 
energy density due to a scalar field for a sufficiently 
long time, the universe enters an approximate De Sitter 

· state and begins to expand exponentially. We will not 
discuss here many of the problems which plagued both 
the original [1,2] and new [3-5] inflationary models 
(see, e.g., refs. [6,7 ,9]). Instead we will concentrate on 
primordial inflation inN= 1 supergravity [8]. 

Primordial supersymmetric inflation [7] was origi-
nally introduced to cure difficulties with the new infla-
tionary scenario [3-5]. In general, supersymmetric 
models allow for considerably flatter potentials than 
in standard SU(5), thus allowing a longer inflationary 
period. Inflation at the GUT scale of -101S GeV still 
required precise adjustments of scalar self-couplings. 
These fine-tunings seem to disappear when the infla-
tion scale is moved up towards the Planck mass, Mp 
1019 GeV. To compensate for first order gravitational 
(FOG) effects the present authors and Tamvakis have 
recently considered primordial inflation inN= 1 super-
gravity [8]. 

In order to achieve a sufficient amount of inflation, 
we had to rely upon non-renormalizable interactions 
in the superpotential. As N = 1 supergravity is non-
renormalizable anyway, there is no reason to exclude 

such terms from the superpotential. This model must 
then be viewed as an effective theory which correctly 
describes interactions at scales below the Planck scale 
Mp. It is precisely the non-renormalizable interactions 
which we have exploited further to discuss the SU(5) 
to SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) phase transition [10] at a 
scale As 109 Ge V where As is the scale of confine-
ment in the SU(5) phase. These considerations cleared 
a number of difficulties in realizing a supersymmetric 
cosmological scenario [ 11] in which the universe was 
not trapped in the SU(5) phase. This led to a predic-
tion [1 0] of the GUT scale Mi pMp where p. is the 
supersymmetry breaking scale. Non-renormalizable 
couplings were also found [10] to be responsible for 
providing for the cosmological baryon asymmetry. In 
the present letter, we would like to take a closer look 
at what happens between inflation and the breakdown 
of SU(5), in particular, the reheating of the universe 
and the solution of the gravitino mass problem [12, 
13]. 

Let us begin therefore by writing down all the 
essential ingredients. Our "complete" superpotential 
can be divided into three parts 

1= II+ Is+ IB , (1) 

II= m3('£ (</>/Mf+1) , (2) 
n=O n+ 1 

30 0 031-9163/83/0000-0000/$ 03.00 © 1983 North-Holland 
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nally introduced to cure difficulties with the new infla-
tionary scenario [3-5]. In general, supersymmetric 
models allow for considerably flatter potentials than 
in standard SU(5), thus allowing a longer inflationary 
period. Inflation at the GUT scale of -101S GeV still 
required precise adjustments of scalar self-couplings. 
These fine-tunings seem to disappear when the infla-
tion scale is moved up towards the Planck mass, Mp 
1019 GeV. To compensate for first order gravitational 
(FOG) effects the present authors and Tamvakis have 
recently considered primordial inflation inN= 1 super-
gravity [8]. 

In order to achieve a sufficient amount of inflation, 
we had to rely upon non-renormalizable interactions 
in the superpotential. As N = 1 supergravity is non-
renormalizable anyway, there is no reason to exclude 

such terms from the superpotential. This model must 
then be viewed as an effective theory which correctly 
describes interactions at scales below the Planck scale 
Mp. It is precisely the non-renormalizable interactions 
which we have exploited further to discuss the SU(5) 
to SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) phase transition [10] at a 
scale As 109 Ge V where As is the scale of confine-
ment in the SU(5) phase. These considerations cleared 
a number of difficulties in realizing a supersymmetric 
cosmological scenario [ 11] in which the universe was 
not trapped in the SU(5) phase. This led to a predic-
tion [1 0] of the GUT scale Mi pMp where p. is the 
supersymmetry breaking scale. Non-renormalizable 
couplings were also found [10] to be responsible for 
providing for the cosmological baryon asymmetry. In 
the present letter, we would like to take a closer look 
at what happens between inflation and the breakdown 
of SU(5), in particular, the reheating of the universe 
and the solution of the gravitino mass problem [12, 
13]. 

Let us begin therefore by writing down all the 
essential ingredients. Our "complete" superpotential 
can be divided into three parts 
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IB = (a3/M)XYRH + a4M08 + (as/M) 

+ (ac/M) + a7p.Y2 +as Y3 

+ Yukawa couplings , (4) 

1/J is the inflaton field, an SU(5) singlet which acquires 
a vacuum expectation value (VEV) v = (011/JIO) 
Mp/(81r)1/2 2.4 X 1018 GeV and drives inflation. X 
and z are also SU(5) singlets is an SU(5) 24. 
Is is responsible for breaking SU(5) as well as local 
supersymmetry. IB is responsible for the cosmological 
baryon asymmetry. H and H are a 5 and 5 of Higgs 
supermultiplets, (J and 0 are a 50 and 50, and Y is a 
singlet. We employ the Higgs doublet-triplet splitting 
mechanism of ref. [ 14], which can give masses of 
1010 GeV to the colour triplets contained in the H 
and H fields, while leaving their weak doublet partners 
light. The H and H fields also couple to quark and lep-
ton superfields. 

We now turn to a discussion of the parameters in 
the partial superpotentials (2)-(4). The mass scale m 
is an overall scale for II and is determined by requiring 
sufficient inflation and reasonable density perturba-
tions; in ref. [8] it was found that m"'" 10-2M. The 
couplings 'A; are also selected by the same requirements 
and a viable solution has 'Ao"'" 'A3"'" 10-1, 'At = 0, 
'A2"'" 10-3 while the rest are adjusted to keep the final 
cosmological constant at that scale equal to zero as 
well as preserving supersymmetry. This requires 

6 An(v/Mf = 6 (v/M)n+l = 0, 
n n n + 1 

(5) 

Thus v the global minimum of V(I/J) in order 
to avoid fine-tunings of parameters in (2). We take 
v = M exactly for convenience. The inflaton field, like 
all other chiral fields in our model, is expected to be a 
bound state of some more fundamental theory such as 
N = 8 supergravity. 

In the remaining parts of the superpotential we will 
assume that. the couf.lings a; .are all of order 10-1-1. 
The Polony1 term p. (z + .:1) 1s used to break local 
supersymmetry at a scale p."'" 0(1011) GeV (corre-
sponding to a gravitino mass m312 of about 100 GeV) . 
.:1 is adjusted to cancel the cosmological constant at 

the scale p.. Finally, the chiral superfield Y is included 
to facilitate the generation of a baryon asymmetry 
through the decays of the Higgs fields H and H. (In 
practice two sets ofH and R's are needed [15].) 

Let us now carefully run through the sequence of 
events which begin at the Planck time. The effective 
potential is given in terms of the superpotential by [16] 

V= ;21112), (6) 

where 

(7) 

for all fields The inflationary superpotential II (2) 
yields a vacuum energy density V (1/J = 0) = 'AQm6/M2 
10-14 Af. During the roll-over of the field 1/J to its 
global minimum at 1/J = M the universe enters an ap-
proximate de Sitter stage characterized by a Hubble 
parameter H= (1/.../3) 'Aom3/M2 1011 GeV. The uni-
verse feels an effective temperature TH = H/21T 1010 
GeV at the beginning of the inflationary epoch. The 
vacuum energy density at the completion of the roll-
over is converted into the inflatons 1/J. Thus at this 
stage, the universe is inflaton dominated. All other 
particle species have been diluted by inflation and only 
ljJ's can be produced because no direct couplings of 1/J 
to other fields have been introduced. The inflaton mass 
is given by 

321 m3" 
m</>=-2=2 1013 GeV 

31/J M n 
(8) 

[assuming that the higher order couplings are 0(1)] so 
that the inflatons will be relativistic with a tempera-
ture 

3 X 7 X 1014 GeV. (9) 

The inflatons will eventually decay through their 
gravitational interactions induced by the term included 
in (6), 

131/31/J+I/J*I/M2e. (10) 

Remembering that both II and 31/31/J are zero at the 
minimum 1/J = M, we can expand about the minimum 
and obtain the following interaction for the shifted 
field 1/J 

(11) 

In particular, we see from (3) and (4) that the domi-
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E. Cremmer et al. /Spontaneous symmetry breaking 121 

fields U, h’ and A, and L?’ contains the remaining terms and .LZaUX reads: 

(52) 

The remaining part of the Lagrangian, in which we have written explicitly LCtab = 
WClab (e) + KPab (e, $) becomes: 

f? = -e$,==* I d,z I* - e@,zz*Yi@x + ie$R(w(e)) 

- ~eX~5~x(@,ZZ*z*~ccz* - ~,zzz*~pz) 

+ e~,zz*\LLl~v~*yYycIx - ~eX~,d”‘D,,tiv 

+ ~&&mYQp ti#vPo + pVpa~pYvtip 

x (bw* - e5aa4 - ~e~,,*~,?sYv~P~~5YYX 

-- ~~~vp0;I;lr~v~pX~~~5x~,zz* + 4ei3,zGp,TL. rV 

+ &eX6,z~,v~pPrDV + ~eXO,,~pvVllrpy .$ 

+ $@,(e?. WI + ~~eKJ/II-f~~p + %Y~~J 

WWV)-4(&Y. $)*I+&  ,z&*lx(l  +Ys)  xl2 

-~erSg, ,xt~e~~~v"Vg*~v+~e~ .  ri,zx * (53) 

If we now perform a Weyl transformation on the vierbein 

ear --, Cp exp AC.5 z*> , (54) 

where e*‘$ = -3, the R term in the Lagrangian (51) becomes the pure Einstein 
term -ieR, while the pure bosonic terms containing i3,z, aPz* are recast into the 
form 

3e(log G),G I a,z I* . (55) 

This result is obtained by collecting together the bosonic terms in the last term 
of eq. (52), the first term in eq. (53) and the variation of the scalar curvature term: 

ie$~R --, - ;eR - $(a,(log @))* t 4-divergence . (56) 
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Construction of Supergravity Models

Cremmer et al.Minimal Supergravity 

or no-scale

� = �3e�zz⇤/3 K = zz⇤

� = z + z⇤ K = �3 ln(z + z⇤)

leading to V = 0!

�z,z⇤ = 0or any



No-Scale Supergravity
Natural vanishing of cosmological constant (tree level) 
with the supersymmetry scale not fixed at lowest order.
(Also arises in generic 4d reductions of string theory.)

V = e
2
3 K |@W

@�i
|2

Globally supersymmetric potential once 
K (canonical) picks up a vev

K = �3 ln(T + T ⇤ � �i�i
⇤/3)

Cremmer, Ferrara, 
Kounnas, Nanopoulos; 

Ellis, Kounnas, 
Nanopoulos; Lahanas, 

Nanopoulos 



No-Scale Supergravity

Constructing Models W = µ2
X

n

�n�n

μ2 fixed by amplitude of  density fluctuations, λn ~ O(1)

Ellis, Enqvist, 
Nanopoulos, 

Olive, 
Srednicki

Simplest example, 

K.A. Olive, Inflation 355

along the real direction (the imaginary direction is stable for 4,~= 0 and 4,R ~ 0 in this case). This
potential is plotted in fig. 10. For this model,

H2 = 81Tm4I3M~, (5.34)

and the cubic term is just
4 3 3/2

/3 = (4m IM~)(81T) . 5.35
The inflationary time scale is

Hr — 3H21 mf2 — [H2I(8Hm4)](M~I\1~)3—(1 /64V~ir)(M~Im2), (5.36)

where mi2 is found from (5.33) at 4, H. For m -~O(104)M~I\f~,Hr — 106, clearly enough
inflation. From eq. (4.43),

6pIp = 32V~7~(m2/M~)ln2(Hk’), (5.37)

so that for the same choice of m, 6pIp— i04. This result has been verified in detail in refs. [138,208].
Thus there is only a single parameter which must be slightly tuned (to the level of 10~)to make an
acceptable model ofinflation. In addition because F( 1) = F,~(1) = 0 (v = 1 is the global minimum in this
model) supersymmetry is unbroken.
Let us now return to the question of initial conditions and the thermal constraint. The importance of

this constraint with regard to supergravity models was stressed in refs. [170, 209]. The finite
temperature potential in supergravity theories [210]has been calculated [211,169, 212, 213]. Similar to
eq. (2.13), we can write

VT = —~1T2N
8T
4+ ~Tr(m~ + ~m~)T2, (5.38)

where NB is the number of boson degrees of freedom andm~(mt) is the boson (fermion) mass2 matrix.

V(4)

Fig. 10. The scalar potential V in eq. (5.33) derived from the superpotential in eq. (5.32). The potential given by eq. (5.56) is almost identical.

W = µ2(�� �4/4)

V = µ4|1� �3|2
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R+R2 Inflation
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R2 Gravity
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R+R2 Gravity
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R+R2 Gravity with conformally coupled fields

transform to Einstein frame 
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No-scale Supergravity

giving

K = �3 ln
�
T + T †�

Lkin = � 3

(T + T †)22
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SU(1,1)/U(1) no-scale supergravity model can be written in terms of a single complex field

T with Kähler potential

K = −3 lnκ
!

T + T †" , (21)

whose Lagrangian takes the very simple form

L = −
3

(T + T †)2κ2
∂µT∂µT

† = −
1

12κ2
(∂µK)2 −

3

4
e2K/3|∂µ(T − T †)|2 , (22)

with vanishing potential.

In order to establish the correspondence with R2 gravity, we consider a superpotential

of the form [16, 25]

W = T 3 −
µ3

12α
, (23)

which generates a scalar potential of the form

V (T, T †) =
µ4

4α

T 2 + T †2

(T + T †)2
. (24)

We restrict our attention initially to the real direction in field space 1. With this restriction,

the last term in (22) can be discarded, and the effective potential (24) is constant along the

real T + T † direction, à la De Sitter. Comparing with the action (12), which is equivalent

to the pure R2 theory (3), we see that there is a direct correspondence, and that we can

identify

K = −6Ω . (25)

Thus we have made the association δ + 2α̃Φ = κ(T + T †) and Ω = 1
2 ln κ(T + T †). It

is striking that this correspondence is realized with a superpotential (23) that is a simple

combination of trilinear and constant terms.

We note that the relation (25) holds in general when one matches to supergravity

any theory whose gravitational kinetic term can be written in the form ΦR, including R2

gravity. The supergravity Lagrangian can be written as [29]

LSG = −
1

6
ΦR −

∂2Φ

∂φi∂φ∗
j

(∂µφ
i∂µφ∗

j)−
1

4Φ
(
∂Φ

∂φi
∂µφ

i −
∂Φ

∂φ∗
j

∂µφ
∗
j )

2 + . . . , (26)

where the . . . represent terms containing gauge fields and fermions, and potential terms.

Here, Φ is a real function of the scalar components of chiral superfields. Upon transforma-

tion to the Einstein frame via a conformal transformation with e2Ω = −κ2Φ/3, we recover

the standard kinetic terms for supergravity with

L =
1

2κ2
R̃ −

1

κ2
Kj

i (∂µφ
i)(∂µφ∗

j) (27)

1As noted in [25], this theory is unstable in the imaginary T − T † direction, but could be stabilized by

some suitable mechanism such as quartic terms in the Kähler potential, as considered in [11, 21].
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which is characteristic of an Einstein-Kähler manifold.
This model was generalized in EKN [3], where general solutions for all flat potentials

were found. The SU(1,1) invariance in Eq. (5) holds whenever 3

R ≡
Rj

i

Kj
i

=
2

3α
, (7)

which corresponds (up to irrelevant field redefinitions) to the extended Kähler potential

G = K + lnW (φ) + lnW †(φ†) , (8)

where
K = − 3αln(φ+ φ†) , (9)

we assume α > 0, and W (φ) is the superpotential 4. In this case the effective potential is

V = eG
!

GjK−1j
i Gi − 3

"

. (10)

EKN found 3 classes of solutions with a constant scalar potential [3], namely

1) W = a and α = 1 , (11)

2) W = aφ3α/2 , (12)

3) W = aφ3α/2(φ3
√
α/2 − φ−3

√
α/2) . (13)

Solution 1) corresponds to the V = 0 Minkowski solution discussed above, whereas solutions
2) and 3) yield potentials that are constant in the real direction, but are in unstable in the
imaginary direction. As we discuss further below, stabilization in the imaginary direction
is straightforward and allows these solutions to be used for realistic models with constant
non-zero potentials in the real direction. We find that 2) leads to anti-de Sitter solutions
with V = −3/8α · a2 and 3) leads to de Sitter solutions 5 with V = 3 · 22−3α · a2. We note
that in the particular case α = 1 this reduces to W = a (φ3 − 1), which yields the de Sitter
solution discussed in [11]. This was utilized in [14] when making the correspondence between
no-scale supergravity and R2 gravity.

In the following subsections, we first generalize the Minkowski solution (11), and then
show that de Sitter solutions can be obtained as combinations of Minkowski solutions. These
aspects of the solutions will subsequently be used to generalize them to model theories with
multiple moduli.

3We note that in extended SU(N,1) no-scale models [4] that include N − 1 matter fields, yi, with the
Kähler potential K = −3α log(φ + φ† − yiy†

i
/3), the Kähler curvature becomes R = (N + 1)/3α. Our

constructions can be generalized to this case, but such generalizations lie beyond the scope of this paper.
4Starobinsky-like models with α ≠ 1 were discussed in [12]. Such models were later dubbed α-attractors

in [13, 11].
5We correct here a typo in the third solution given in [3].
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In General,

Minkowski:

2.2 Minkowski Solutions

We consider the N = 1 no-scale supergravity model with a single complex chiral field φ
described by the Kähler potential given in (9) and the superpotential W (φ) is a monomial
of the form

W = aφn , (14)

and we seek the value of n that admits a Minkowski solution with V = 0. Defining φ ≡ x+iy,
the potential along real field direction x is given by

V = 2−3α ·
!

(2n− 3α)2

3α
− 3

"

· a2 · x2n−3α . (15)

We can obtain a Minkowski solution by setting to zero the term in the brackets:

(2n− 3α)2

3α
= 3. (16)

Solving the above equation for n, we find two solutions [11]:

n± =
3

2
(α±

√
α) . (17)

We note that n− = 0 for α = 1, corresponding to the EKN solution (11) listed above.
However, we see that in addition to this n = 0 solution, n = 3 also yields a Minkowski
solution with V = 0 in all directions in field space.

Although such solutions exist for any α, for the superpotential to be holomorphic we
need n− ≥ 0, which requires α ≥ 1. Clearly, integer solutions for n are obtained whenever α
is a perfect square [11].

It is possible to go from one superpotential to another via a Kähler transformation:

K −→ K + λ(φ) + λ†(φ†), W −→ e−λ(φ)W . (18)

with λ(φ) = ±3
√
α lnφ. In general, the solutions (17) can be thought of as corresponding

to endpoints of a line segment of length 3
√
α centred at 3α/2. Though this appears trivial,

extensions of this geometric visualization will be useful in the generalizations to multiple
fields discussed below.

For α ≠ 1, the two solutions yield V = 0 only along the real direction, and the mass
squared of the imaginary component y along the real field direction for x > 0 and y = 0 is
given by

m2
y = 22−3α ·

(α− 1)

α
· a2 · x±3

√
α, (19)

where the ± in the exponent corresponds to the two solutions n±. From this it is clear that
the Minkowski solutions are stable for α ≥ 1.

There are two aspects of the single-field model that we emphasize here, because they
generalize in an interesting way to multi-field models. The first is the fact that there are
two solutions for n and the second is that, when α = 1, we get a Minkowski solution with a
potential that vanishes everywhere.
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Can be generalized to multiple moduli



No-scale Supergravity
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K = �3 ln
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3 Obtaining the Starobinsky Model from SU(2,1)/SU(2)

⇥ U(1) No-Scale Supergravity

We consider a no-scale supergravity model with two complex fields (T,�) that parametrize

the non-compact SU(2,1)/SU(2) ⇥ U(1) coset space. In this case, the Kähler potential

may be written in the form

K = �3 ln

 

T + T ⇤
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��⇤

3

!

, (17)

which has the obvious extension to SU(N,1)/SU(N) ⇥ U(1) models with N�1 fields �i [17].

Within this parameterization and the context of string compactification, the field T has the

natural interpretation as a volume modulus, and � as a generic matter field. The Kähler

potential (17) yields the following kinetic terms for the scalar fields T and �:

LKE = (@µ�
⇤, @µT
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For a general superpotential W (T,�), the e↵ective potential becomes

V =
V̂

(T + T ⇤ � |�|2/3)2
(19)

with
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3

⇣
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� � 3W ⇤) + h.c.
⌘

, (20)

where W� = @W/@� and WT = @W/@T . In early no-scale models of inflation [19,21] it was

assumed that K was fixed, i.e., that the combination (T +T ⇤
�|�|2/3) was fixed, and W was

a function of � only, so that the potential was simply V̂ = |W�|
2 up to a trivial re-scaling.

More recently, we assumed [22] that the T field was fixed, with a vacuum expectation

value (vev) 2hReT i = c and hImT i = 0 that was determined by some unspecified non-

perturbative high-scale dynamics §. It was shown that in such a case the Starobinsky

inflationary potential for � would be obtained with the following Wess-Zumino choice of

superpotential:

W =
µ̂

2
�2

�
�

3
�3 . (21)

and � = µ/3 where µ = µ̂/
q

c/3.

Here we adopt an agnostic approach, starting from a more symmetric representation

of the SU(2,1)/SU(2) ⇥ U(1) coset space [17]:

K = �3 ln
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2

3
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, (22)

§For previous proposals how this might occur, see the KKLT [36] and KL models [37,38].
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No-Scale models revisited

Can we find a model consistent with Planck?

Start with WZ model:

Assume now that T picks up a vev: 2<Re T> = c

Redefine inflaton to a canonical field χ

Ellis, Nanopoulos, Olive
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Classes of R+R2 in No-Scale Supergravity

So is the inflaton T or 𝜙?

1) T-fixed (𝜙-inflaton) or y2-fixed y1-inflaton

Starobinsky potential found when 
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Ellis, Nanopoulos, Olive



Classes of R+R2 in No-Scale Supergravity

So is the inflaton T or 𝜙?

1) T-fixed (𝜙-inflaton) or y2-fixed y1-inflaton
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Classes of R+R2 in No-Scale Supergravity

Utilizing the no-scale symmetry, we can write
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Classes of R+R2 in No-Scale Supergravity

Example 1:
Ellis, Nanopoulos, OliveW = M
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Superpotential WI(y1,y2)

Branch II
Superpotential WII(y1,y2)

Branch III
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Figure 2: This diagram shows the transformation laws between the superpotentials in differ-

ent branches, together with the field fixings and canonical field redefinitions that yield the same

Starobinsky-like effective scalar potential.

ferent branch superpotential expressions that reduce to the Starobinsky inflationary po-

tential in one of the two real fields. The same procedure could also be followed to re-

cover a different effective scalar potential, and analogous transformation rules for general

SU(N,1)/SU(2)×U(1) no-scale supergravity models could also be derived.

4 Starobinsky Superpotentials: General Classification

We consider now the most general superpotential that allows us to recover the Starobinsky

inflationary potential in SU(2,1)/SU(2)×U(1) no-scale supergravity models. As was men-

tioned in the previous Section, by applying the transformation laws (32)-(35), which are

11

SU(2,1)/SU(2)xU(1) tansformations
y1 ! ↵y1 + �y2, y2 ! ��⇤y1 + ↵⇤y2 .
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Classes of R+R2 in No-Scale Supergravity

W (y1, y2) = ay1 + by21 + cy31 + dy2 + ey2y1 + fy2y
2
1 + g(y1, y2)
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Branch 1 solution

Example 1:

:Example 2

b = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="PAuGs+fLJ3lpJfz42Y9YfxtfQDM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KZFtPbBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqZ+6xGV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK98GV2ytXvKqbg/wQd1GpwBz1Xvmz249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLqphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+1l+6oScWKVPwljZkobk6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxWXeZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRstihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplJaG8I80z6qeW/Xuziu163kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMATvMCrI5xn5815n7UWnPnMIfyB8/ENt+aNaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAuGs+fLJ3lpJfz42Y9YfxtfQDM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KZFtPbBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqZ+6xGV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK98GV2ytXvKqbg/wQd1GpwBz1Xvmz249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLqphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+1l+6oScWKVPwljZkobk6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxWXeZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRstihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplJaG8I80z6qeW/Xuziu163kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMATvMCrI5xn5815n7UWnPnMIfyB8/ENt+aNaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAuGs+fLJ3lpJfz42Y9YfxtfQDM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KZFtPbBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqZ+6xGV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK98GV2ytXvKqbg/wQd1GpwBz1Xvmz249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLqphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+1l+6oScWKVPwljZkobk6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxWXeZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRstihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplJaG8I80z6qeW/Xuziu163kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMATvMCrI5xn5815n7UWnPnMIfyB8/ENt+aNaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAuGs+fLJ3lpJfz42Y9YfxtfQDM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3KZFtPbBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqZ+6xGV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK98GV2ytXvKqbg/wQd1GpwBz1Xvmz249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLqphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+1l+6oScWKVPwljZkobk6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxWXeZ3UhJd+xmWSGpRstihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplJaG8I80z6qeW/Xuziu163kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMATvMCrI5xn5815n7UWnPnMIfyB8/ENt+aNaQ==</latexit>

a = 0, c = +
b
�p

1� 4b2 � 2
�

3
p
3

, d = 0, e = ±
p

1� 4b2, f = ⌥
p
1� 4b2 + 2b2p

3
,

<latexit sha1_base64="PdErqAlsE3dRHZLklLAUmKk4v5Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PdErqAlsE3dRHZLklLAUmKk4v5Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PdErqAlsE3dRHZLklLAUmKk4v5Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PdErqAlsE3dRHZLklLAUmKk4v5Y=">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</latexit>

b = 1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="F13VDTVR4NyQ6Z3ueVdl/TTxpYw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qkkR9CIUvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3bj8QrX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq775aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhk4yxdBniUhUK6QaBZfoG24EtlKFNA4FNsPh7cRvPqLSPJEPZpRiENO+5BFn1FjJD6+982q3VPYq7hTkh7iLShnmqHdLn51ewrIYpWGCat323NQEOVWGM4HjYifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDrIp8eOyalVeiRKlC1pyFT9PZHTWOtRHNrOmJqBXvQm4jKvnZnoKsi5TDODks0WRZkgJiGTz0mPK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp/i0hD+kUa14rkV7/6iXLuZx1GAYziBM/DgEmpwB3XwgQGHJ3iBV0c6z86b8z5rXXHmM0fwB87HN5gejd8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F13VDTVR4NyQ6Z3ueVdl/TTxpYw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qkkR9CIUvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3bj8QrX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq775aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhk4yxdBniUhUK6QaBZfoG24EtlKFNA4FNsPh7cRvPqLSPJEPZpRiENO+5BFn1FjJD6+982q3VPYq7hTkh7iLShnmqHdLn51ewrIYpWGCat323NQEOVWGM4HjYifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDrIp8eOyalVeiRKlC1pyFT9PZHTWOtRHNrOmJqBXvQm4jKvnZnoKsi5TDODks0WRZkgJiGTz0mPK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp/i0hD+kUa14rkV7/6iXLuZx1GAYziBM/DgEmpwB3XwgQGHJ3iBV0c6z86b8z5rXXHmM0fwB87HN5gejd8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F13VDTVR4NyQ6Z3ueVdl/TTxpYw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qkkR9CIUvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3bj8QrX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq775aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhk4yxdBniUhUK6QaBZfoG24EtlKFNA4FNsPh7cRvPqLSPJEPZpRiENO+5BFn1FjJD6+982q3VPYq7hTkh7iLShnmqHdLn51ewrIYpWGCat323NQEOVWGM4HjYifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDrIp8eOyalVeiRKlC1pyFT9PZHTWOtRHNrOmJqBXvQm4jKvnZnoKsi5TDODks0WRZkgJiGTz0mPK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp/i0hD+kUa14rkV7/6iXLuZx1GAYziBM/DgEmpwB3XwgQGHJ3iBV0c6z86b8z5rXXHmM0fwB87HN5gejd8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F13VDTVR4NyQ6Z3ueVdl/TTxpYw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qkkR9CIUvXisYNpCG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0N/gxYMiXv1B3vw3bj8QrX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq775aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDhk4yxdBniUhUK6QaBZfoG24EtlKFNA4FNsPh7cRvPqLSPJEPZpRiENO+5BFn1FjJD6+982q3VPYq7hTkh7iLShnmqHdLn51ewrIYpWGCat323NQEOVWGM4HjYifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDrIp8eOyalVeiRKlC1pyFT9PZHTWOtRHNrOmJqBXvQm4jKvnZnoKsi5TDODks0WRZkgJiGTz0mPK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNp/i0hD+kUa14rkV7/6iXLuZx1GAYziBM/DgEmpwB3XwgQGHJ3iBV0c6z86b8z5rXXHmM0fwB87HN5gejd8=</latexit>

⇒ W = M


�2

2
� �3

3
p
3

�

followed by 
↵ = 0 and � = �1 or y1 ! �y2 and y2 ! y1

<latexit sha1_base64="VPgQ3/EzDpAc69EY+2BmvqZkAvQ=">AAACKnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokFiaZV0gQWpwMJYJPqQmiq6cZ3WquNEtoMUVf0eFn6FpQOoYuVDcB9CUHqm43POle89QcKZ0o4ztXIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikqeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsY3s/81jOVisXiSWcJ7UbQFyxkBLSR/OKt7QFPBoBvsGNjED1sewHVs3fZtXEssZ35LvZ0jMuZX11GDJtLxrL9YsmtOHPgH+KsKiW0RN0vTrxeTNKICk04KNVxnUR3RyA1I5yOC16qaAJkCH3aMVRARFV3ND91jC+M0sOh2SuMhcZz9ffECCKlsigwyQj0QK16M3Gd10l1eN0dMZGkmgqy+ChMOTZXznrDPSYp0TwzBIhkZldMBiCBaNNuYW0J/0izWnGdivtYLdXulnXk0Rk6R5fIRVeohh5QHTUQQS/oDb2jD+vVmlhT63MRzVnLmVP0B9bXNxR1oY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VPgQ3/EzDpAc69EY+2BmvqZkAvQ=">AAACKnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokFiaZV0gQWpwMJYJPqQmiq6cZ3WquNEtoMUVf0eFn6FpQOoYuVDcB9CUHqm43POle89QcKZ0o4ztXIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikqeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsY3s/81jOVisXiSWcJ7UbQFyxkBLSR/OKt7QFPBoBvsGNjED1sewHVs3fZtXEssZ35LvZ0jMuZX11GDJtLxrL9YsmtOHPgH+KsKiW0RN0vTrxeTNKICk04KNVxnUR3RyA1I5yOC16qaAJkCH3aMVRARFV3ND91jC+M0sOh2SuMhcZz9ffECCKlsigwyQj0QK16M3Gd10l1eN0dMZGkmgqy+ChMOTZXznrDPSYp0TwzBIhkZldMBiCBaNNuYW0J/0izWnGdivtYLdXulnXk0Rk6R5fIRVeohh5QHTUQQS/oDb2jD+vVmlhT63MRzVnLmVP0B9bXNxR1oY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VPgQ3/EzDpAc69EY+2BmvqZkAvQ=">AAACKnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokFiaZV0gQWpwMJYJPqQmiq6cZ3WquNEtoMUVf0eFn6FpQOoYuVDcB9CUHqm43POle89QcKZ0o4ztXIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikqeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsY3s/81jOVisXiSWcJ7UbQFyxkBLSR/OKt7QFPBoBvsGNjED1sewHVs3fZtXEssZ35LvZ0jMuZX11GDJtLxrL9YsmtOHPgH+KsKiW0RN0vTrxeTNKICk04KNVxnUR3RyA1I5yOC16qaAJkCH3aMVRARFV3ND91jC+M0sOh2SuMhcZz9ffECCKlsigwyQj0QK16M3Gd10l1eN0dMZGkmgqy+ChMOTZXznrDPSYp0TwzBIhkZldMBiCBaNNuYW0J/0izWnGdivtYLdXulnXk0Rk6R5fIRVeohh5QHTUQQS/oDb2jD+vVmlhT63MRzVnLmVP0B9bXNxR1oY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VPgQ3/EzDpAc69EY+2BmvqZkAvQ=">AAACKnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokFiaZV0gQWpwMJYJPqQmiq6cZ3WquNEtoMUVf0eFn6FpQOoYuVDcB9CUHqm43POle89QcKZ0o4ztXIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikqeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsY3s/81jOVisXiSWcJ7UbQFyxkBLSR/OKt7QFPBoBvsGNjED1sewHVs3fZtXEssZ35LvZ0jMuZX11GDJtLxrL9YsmtOHPgH+KsKiW0RN0vTrxeTNKICk04KNVxnUR3RyA1I5yOC16qaAJkCH3aMVRARFV3ND91jC+M0sOh2SuMhcZz9ffECCKlsigwyQj0QK16M3Gd10l1eN0dMZGkmgqy+ChMOTZXznrDPSYp0TwzBIhkZldMBiCBaNNuYW0J/0izWnGdivtYLdXulnXk0Rk6R5fIRVeohh5QHTUQQS/oDb2jD+vVmlhT63MRzVnLmVP0B9bXNxR1oY8=</latexit>

Then

W =
p
3M�(T � 1/2)⇒

Ellis, Nanopoulos, Olive, Verner



SUSY breaking and LE phenomenology

Ellis, Garcia, 
Nanopoulos, Olive

Can add Polonyi terms, 
calculate A-terms, B-terms, soft masses etc 

Ellis,, Nanopoulos, 
Olive,Verner

or

K − 3α ln

!

T + T †
−

φφ†

3
−

XiX†
i

3

"
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We now preview the interpretations of these expressions,
before discussing them in more detail in the bulk of the
paper.

The complex field T can be interpreted as a volume
modulus of compactification, and � as another gauge-
singlet modulus acting as the inflaton. Together they pa-
rameterize the no-scale SU(2,1)/SU(2)⇥U(1) coset man-
ifold [15], while Xi represent gauge-non-singlet matter
fields such as appear in the SM. The quartic terms in
(2) fix T [17, 18], WI in (4) fixes the inflaton � and
enables Starobinsky-like inflation with an energy scale
O(M) (other forms for WI are also possible: see [15, 18]),
and WSM in (5) contains bilinear and trilinear terms of
the generic forms appearing in SM-like superpotentials
as well as a coupling of the inflaton to matter to al-
low for reheating. The novel terms in (3) are those in
(6) with coe�cients a1,2, which have functional forms
that are holomorphic versions of the corresponding Her-
mitian terms of the gauge singlets in the Kähler poten-
tial (2). Taken alone, WdS leads to a de Sitter solution
for all real values of � and T . The couplings a1 and a2
determine the magnitudes of soft supersymmetry break-
ing and the cosmological constant, which are O(a1 � a2)
and O(a1a2), respectively. Choosing a1 = O(10�16) and
a2 ⌧ a1 (or vice versa) would yield a cosmological con-
stant and soft supersymmetry breaking of the desired
magnitudes. Throughout, we work in units of the re-
duced Planck mass, MP = 1/(8⇡GN ) ⇡ 2.4⇥ 1018 GeV.

We consider now in more detail the dS/dark energy
sector WdS (6). Constructions of dS vacua with multiple
moduli in SU(1, 1)/U(1) x U(1) no-scale supergravity
were discussed in [9], and can be extended to general
SU(N, 1)/SU(N) x U(1) Kähler coset manifolds via the

Kähler potential K = �3↵ ln
h
T + T †
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. We find

that dS vacua solutions can be obtained from a superpo-
tential WdS of the form (6) with � ! �i and exponents
given by n± = 3

2 (↵±
p
↵) [9, 19, 20]. Holomorphy of

the superpotential requires ↵ � 1, and the no-scale case
K corresponds to ↵ = 1 [21]. We assume that the imag-
inary parts of the moduli fields are fixed to hIm T i = 0
and hIm �ii = 0, which can be realized by introducing
higher-order terms in the Kähler potential such as those
in the second line of (2), as was shown in [17, 18], or
(in some cases) by the dynamics of the potential. Spe-
cializing to the SU(2, 1)/SU(2) x U(1) no-scale case and
inserting the expressions (2) and (6) into (1), we find the
following e↵ective scalar potential:

V = 12 a1 a2 , (7)

for all values of ReT and Re�, which corresponds to a
de Sitter vacuum when a1 and a2 are of the same sign.
Thus the dS/dark energy superpotential WdS yields
a cosmological constant (7) following the end of inflation.

Combining WdS with a suitable inflationary super-
potential WI , we can incorporate soft supersymme-
try breaking without adding an additional Polonyi sec-
tor [10, 11] or introducing other possible dynamics [16].
To this end, we consider an inflationary superpotential
WI that vanishes when the complex scalar fields T and
�i are fixed at the potential minimum, i.e., we do not
induce supersymmetry breaking through WI , which typi-
cally has a mass scale of the order of the inflationary scale
⇠ 1013 GeV. When the volume modulus T is stabilized
through the quartic terms in Eq. (2) so that ReT = 1/2
and ImT = 0, the inflaton is stabilized so that Im� = 0
throughout inflation and Re� = 0 at the end of infla-
tion. Supersymmetry breaking is generated through an
F -term for T , which is given (for ↵ = 1) by

FT = �eG/2Kij⇤G
j = �m3/2(KT +WT /W )/3

= (a1 + a2) 6= 0 (8)

at the minimum, and is independent of the inflationary
scale M . The gravitino mass is simply given by m3/2 =
a1 � a2 [22].

Supersymmetry breaking with a Minkowski vacuum
would be obtained if either a1 or a2 vanishes, but we
are interested here in models with a1,2 6= 0. Specifi-
cally, we choose a1 � a2 = O(10�16) in order that the
gravitino mass be O(1) TeV [23]. If we also choose
a2 = O(10�104), we would obtain a value of the dark en-
ergy density (cosmological constant) comparable to the
present value, O(10�120). However, this is not the ap-
propriate choice, since we expect other contributions to
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a2 = O(10�104), we would obtain a value of the dark en-
ergy density (cosmological constant) comparable to the
present value, O(10�120). However, this is not the ap-
propriate choice, since we expect other contributions to

n
−
= 0 n+ = 3 α = 1
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SUSY Breaking
FT = −eG/2Kij∗G

j = −m3/2(KT +WT /W )/3 = (a1 + a2) ≠ 0
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m3/2 = a1 − a2
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the present vacuum energy density, specifically from elec-
troweak gauge symmetry breaking and confinement in
QCD, which are estimated to be O(m4

W ) ⇠ O(10�68)
and O(⇤4

QCD) ⇠ O(10�80), respectively. These can be
accommodated together with the present value of the
dark energy density by choosing a1 = O(10�16) and
a2 = O(10�52) with the values finely-tuned to cancel
the electroweak and QCD contributions so that the net
value of the dark energy is O(10�120). This is inelegant,
and we have no suggestion how this fine-tuning may be
achieved dynamically in a natural way, but it does pro-
vide an e↵ective framework for the di↵erent relevant mass
scales without additional fields or resorting to uplifting
with additional string dynamics.

One expects that the mass of the inflaton may be of
order M ⇠ O(10�5), in which case we can safely ignore
the mixing terms between a1,2 and M during inflation
because a2 ⌧ a1 ⌧ M , so the constants a1,2 do not af-
fect the slow-roll inflationary dynamics. As was shown
in [8, 18], the Starobinsky inflationary potential can be
recovered in no-scale SU(2,1)/SU(2) x U(1) supergrav-
ity from the Wess-Zumino-like superpotential WI in (4),
and we recall briefly some of the results. For simplic-
ity, we consider the Kähler potential (2) with two mod-
uli fields � and T , and set the curvature parameter to
↵ = 1. We assume that the scalar field T is fixed by
the quartic terms in Eq. (2), acquiring a vev hT i = 1/2.
The couplings b and c are expected to both be � 1,
corresponding to inverse mass scales b, c / 1/⇤2

T , with
⇤T ⌧ MP , similar to strong stabilization in some Polonyi
models [12, 13, 24–30]. In the limit a2 ! 0, if b = c, the
two real fields associated with T acquire the same mass.
However, in the absence of supersymmetry breaking both
remain massless [18], and only acquire a mass when su-
persymmetry is broken, mReT = 4

p
3ba1 ' 4

p
3bm3/2,

mImT = 4
p
3ca1 ' 4

p
3cm3/2.

Although the mass of T is significantly below the infla-
ton mass, there is no Polonyi-like problem [31] associated
with T . As in the strongly-stabilized Polonyi system, the
dominant decay mode for T is into a gravitino pair [12],
with a decay rate proportional to m3

3/2M
3
P /⇤

5
T [32]. The

problem of entropy production is easily evaded here. For
⇤T . 10�4, the modulus decays before the inflaton and
plays little role in subsequent reheating processes. As a
result, there is no additional constraint from the over-
production of gravitinos (and ultimately the lightest su-
persymmetric particle). Since our stabilization term in
the Kähler potential should be thought of as an e↵ec-
tive interaction, consistency would require ⇤T > mT or
⇤T > (48)1/4(m3/2MP )1/2. Thus there is a substantial
range of values for ⇤T for which there is no moduli prob-
lem: see [12] for further details. It is interesting that
⇤T = M lies within the allowed range.

With the modulus fixed at hT i = 1/2 and Im� = 0
(which minimizes the potential), so that Re � = �, we

can write the scalar potential as

V = 12a1a2 + 12a2M

✓
�2

2
�

�3

3
p
3

◆

+ 3M2

✓
�

p
3 + �

◆2

. (9)

The first term is the cosmological constant, and the sec-
ond term is a perturbation of the inflaton potential that
has a negligible e↵ect on the inflationary dynamics, be-
cause a2 ⌧ M . We then make the following field redefi-
nition to obtain a canonical kinetic term for Re�:

Re� =
p
3 tanh

⇣
x/

p
6
⌘
, (10)

With this field redefinition and dropping terms propor-
tional to a1 and a2, we obtain the Starobinsky potential
along the Re� direction:

V =
3

4
M2

⇣
1� e�

p
2/3x

⌘2
. (11)

The first two terms in Eq. (9) can be written as

�V = ⇤+ 6a2M tanh2(x/
p
6)

⇣
3� 2 tanh

⇣
x/

p
6
⌘⌘

,

(12)
where we have defined the cosmological constant ⇤ =
12a1a2. We note that, at large x, �V adds a relatively
small amount 6a2M to the Starobinsky plateau value of
(3/4)M2.

To visualize slow-roll inflation in the Re � - Re T plane,
we use the following field redefinition:

ReT =
1

2
e�

p
2
3⇢, (13)

together with the field redefinition Re� ! x (10). The
scalar potential acquires a complicated form in terms of
(x, ⇢) that we do not display here, which reduces to the
form V + �V given by (11) and (12) when ⇢ = 0. We
assume that the number of e-folds until inflation ends
is N = 55, which is realized with the nominal choice of
x = 5.31 and ⇢ = 0, yielding the tensor-to-scalar ratio
r = 0.0035 and the spectral tilt ns = 0.965 [33, 34]. The
potential in the x - ⇢ plane is shown in Fig. 1. The field
x exits the dS plateau and rolls down towards a potential
barrier on the left, located at x = 0, ⇢ ⇡ 0.34⇤T . Then
the field ⇢ evolves slowly towards the global minimum,
located at x = 0, ⇢ = 0, and starts spiraling about the
minimum with initial amplitude h⇢iMin ⇡ 0.34⇤T and
hxi ⇡ MP until ⇢ (or T ) decay which occurs well before
reheating when the inflaton decays.

Finally, we consider the full model with SM-like fields
characterized by the Kähler function (2), and the full
superpotential W = WdS + WI + WSM (3). After the
modulus acquires its vacuum expectation value, hT i = 1

2 ,
and as the inflaton settles to its minimum, the reheating
process begins. The coupling y�XiXj provides a decay
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FIG. 1. Realization of the Starobinsky inflationary potential

with the initial values of x(0) = 5.31, ⇢(0) = 0. The amplitude

of the oscillation and the location of the barrier is given by

h⇢/⇤T iMin ⇠ 0.34.

channel for the inflaton and, assuming instantaneous re-
heating, the reheat temperature is TR ⇠ y(MMP )1/2.

At the minimum, hT i = 1/2 and h�i = 0, and the po-
tential for the SM-like fields Xi can be written as follows
in the limit MP ! 1:

VSM =
X

i

|WXi |
2+2a2µ

�
XiXj + h.c.

�
+12a1a2 , (14)

where WXi ⌘ @W/@Xi. The first term in (14) is simply
a (global) supersymmetric potential term for the Stan-
dard Model fields Xi in no-scale supergravity. The sec-
ond term is generated from supersymmetry breaking and
appears as an e↵ective supersymmetry-breaking bilinear
term, B0 = 2a2. The third term is, again, our cosmo-
logical constant. Gaugino masses can be generated if the
gauge kinetic function, f↵� is a function of T , so that

m1/2 ' FT |f
†
T /f |/2 / m3/2.

As an alternative to (2), one could also consider the
case of twisted matter fields, where the kinetic term XX†

is taken out of the logarithm in Eq, (2). In such a model,
additional soft mass terms are generated as the scalar
potential becomes

V =
X

i

|WXi |
2 + (a1 � a2)

2
X

i

|Xi
|
2

+ (2a1 + 4a2)µ(X
iXj + h.c.)

+ 3(a1 + a2)
⇥
�XiXjXk + y�XiXj + h.c.

⇤

+ 12a1a2 , (15)

where we see soft scalar masses with m0 = (a1 � a2) =
m3/2, a bilinear term, B0 = (2a1 + 4a2) and trilinear
A-terms, A0 = 3(a1 + a2).
We have outlined in this paper a simple no-scale su-

pergravity framework for sub-Planckian physics capa-
ble of including modulus fixing, Starobinsky-like infla-
tion at a scale O(1013) GeV, supersymmetry breaking
at a scale O(103) GeV, and a small positive cosmolog-
ical constant (dark energy density). This model should
not be regarded as fundamental, but rather as an e↵ec-
tive field theory that should, we believe, ultimately be
derived from a suitable variant of string theory. In a
more complete study of the dynamics of this model, the
renormalization-group evolution of the supersymmetry-
breaking terms would be able to drive the e↵ective Higgs
mass-squared negative, triggering electroweak symmetry
breaking [35] and the corresponding change in the vac-
uum energy density. As mentioned earlier, the param-
eters a1,2 should be chosen such that the dark energy
density takes its physical value O(10�120) after this con-
tribution is included. Thus the electroweak scale could
be generated dynamically in this framework, though we
have no new suggestions to o↵er concerning the origins
of the inflationary, supersymmetry-breaking or dark en-
ergy scales. Finally, we note that it would be interest-
ing to explore the extension of this scenario to include
grand unification [36] and related issues such as neutrino
masses and mixing [37]. However, such topics lie beyond
the scope of this paper.
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Even in retirement:
DVN is “cooking with gas”



Summary

• In the early 80’s and beyond, supersymmetry appeared to be 
a cure-all for phenomenological and cosmological problems

• The introduction of the inflaton and supersymmetry to 
inflation model building is now commonplace

• The Starobinsky model of inflation can be realized with 
either modulus T or ‘matter’ field 𝜙 with a simple WZ 
superpotential.

• The latter lends itself nicely to equating the inflaton with a 
right-handed sneutrino

• Can easily integrate low energy susy phenomenology


